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ABSTRACT
Recent technological trends enable modern traffic prediction
and management systems in which the analysis and prediction of movements of objects is essential. To this extent the
present paper proposes IncCCFR—a novel, incremental approach for managing, mining, and predicting the incrementally evolving trajectories of moving objects. In addition
to reduced mining and storage costs, a key advantage of
the incremental approach is its ability to combine multiple
temporally relevant mining results from the past to capture
temporal and periodic regularities in movement. The approach and its variants are empirically evaluated on a large
real-world data set of moving object trajectories, originating
from a fleet of taxis, illustrating that detailed closed frequent
routes can be efficiently discovered and used for prediction.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]:
Data mining, Spatial Databases and GIS

General Terms
Algorithms
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of demand for transportation, and high
levels of car dependency caused by the urban sprawl, exceeds the slow increments in transportation infrastructure
supply in many areas. This causes severe traffic congestion.
In dense urban areas expanding the road network is not a
sustainable solution. A more viable approach is to monitor
traffic congestion, understand the causes of its formation and
development, and use this knowledge in traffic management
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and transportation planning to mitigate the traffic congestion. Early systems for traffic prediction and management
have primarily used punctuated speed and flow measurements from fixed location sensors in conjunction with traffic models to tackle the prediction and management tasks.
More recently, the widespread adoption of GPS-based onboard navigation systems and location-aware mobile devices
have enabled radically new possibilities.
Such systems commonly use the trajectories of the moving objects [9] as follows: vehicles periodically submit their
location (and speed) to a central server, which extracts traffic/mobility patterns from the submitted information. These
patterns, together with the current locations (and speeds)
of the vehicles are both used in short- and long-term traffic
prediction, management and planning tasks. Additionally,
the current and near-future traffic conditions are sent in realtime to the vehicles likely to be affected.
Although modeling, managing, mining and predicting
moving object trajectories received considerable research attention in recent years and significant contributions have
been made in these areas (mostly separately), given the system and application scenarios outlined above a number of
challenges remain: (1) More complex and more powerful sequential pattern based trajectory prediction approaches are
difficult to adopt to capture the vital temporal and periodic variation in patterns [10]. (2) Trajectory prediction
systems model and provide knowledge about the movement
of the objects at a fixed level of detail, while different applications (real-time management vs. long-term planning)
need different levels of detail. (3) Existing systems tend to
base their predictions on either historical or current information while arguably both types of information are relevant.
(4) To the best knowledge of the authors, no end-to-end system exists that provides an effective and application-relevant
sliding window based stream processing framework for the
management, incremental mining and accurate prediction
of continuously evolving trajectories of moving objects.
To address the above challenges, we propose a solution
that models the continuous movement of an object in space
as a time-stamped, continuously evolving sequence of traversed grid cells along with respective traversal times. The
system receives the continuously evolving trajectories for a
set of moving objects as a single stream. Using a temporal sliding window model, two stream processing tasks are
then performed simultaneously: (1) for each slide of the window the system incrementally mines and stores the frequent
routes and the neighboring cell probabilities from the completed object trajectories of the window, and (2) using the
current partial trajectories of objects and a combination of

relevant sets of historical frequent routes and neighboring
cell probabilities that capture the vital temporal and periodic variation in movement [11] (e.g., Mondays between
8am and 9am), the system predicts the near-future locations
of moving objects on the grid. Essentially, the proposed
solution uses a prediction model that is a time inhomogeneous, varying order, deterministic Markov model based on
frequent routes and neighboring cell probabilities.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes related work. Section 3 formalizes important concepts and the problem statement. Section 4 details the approach taken in the prediction model. Section 5 empirically
evaluates the proposed methods on a real-world data set.
Finally, Section 6 concludes and points to future work.

2.

RELATED WORK

The following paragraphs discuss related work in frequent
pattern and trajectory mining and prediction.
Frequent Pattern Mining: The concept of mining association rules evolved over the last 20 years. First applied
to item sets [1], then extended to sequential patterns [2],
afterwards improved regarding efficiency [20]. Later on,
the concept of closed patterns was introduced, including
mining closed patterns from data streams [14]. In contrast to these approaches, the current paper considers the
specifics of incremental trajectory mining and proposes an
algorithm to efficiently extract closed frequent routes from
non-overlapping windows of the stream of trajectories. The
core idea is inspired by an incremental approach to graph
mining [5]. Unfortunately the original approach is not applicable to the stated applications without a modification (due
to a flaw), but the general idea is adaptable to the present
problem.
Trajectory Mining and Prediction: Considerable research has been conducted to extract and use the regularities
in object movement to predict future movement of objects.1
Two popular extraction and prediction methods emerged:
discrete-time Markov model based [3, 4, 11, 13, 16] and sequential rule/trajectory pattern based [7, 10, 12, 19, 22–24].
The methods can also be classified based on what information is used to model the movement of objects into methods with (1) a general model for all objects [7, 10, 12, 13,
16, 19, 22], (2) a type-based model for similar (types of) objects [3,24], or (3) a specific model for each individual object
or set of individual objects [4, 11, 16, 23]. Alternatively, they
may be classified according to their definition of Regions Of
Interest (ROIs) for prediction and consequently their spatial and temporal scale and granularity into methods using
(1) application-specific ROIs (road segment, network cell,
sensors etc.) [3,10,13,16,19], (2) density-based ROIs [4,7,11,
12, 22–24], or (3) grid-based ROIs [7, 11, 19, 22]. Finally and
most importantly, they can be classified according to their
prediction provision into methods that provide (1) only sequential spatial predictions (location of next ROI) [3, 4, 16,
24] or (2) spatio-temporal predictions [7,10–13,19,22,23] and
into methods that provide (1) time-continuous [10,12,13,16]
or (2) time-punctuated [7, 11, 19, 22, 23] predictions. Other
prominent approaches are [15, 17], in which predictions rely
on the assumption that the observed, short-term, partial tra1
The following is a summary of a recent classification [11] of
such methods with only some of the most relevant references.

jectory of an object is part of a (approximately [17]) shortest
path to the future unknown destination of the object.
In comparison, our method (1) extracts both neighboring
cell probabilities/turn statistics [13, 16] and frequent routes,
(2) mines and stores only a lossless compression of the patterns (closed patterns) unlike most trajectory pattern based
approaches (exceptions are [10, 23]), (3) restricts patterns
to spatio-temporally contiguous ones, thus allowing spatiotemporal, time-continuous predictions, (4) adopts an incremental mining framework [5] that allows us to combine nonoverlapping, temporally-relevant mining results, (5) without
loss of generality, constructs a general model for all objects,
(6) adopts the grid-based ROIs approach, which allows to
represent, mine and predict trajectories at varying levels of
detail, and lastly (7) does not assume that the objects follow
a shortest path [15,17] or that the objects follow a particular
movement model between ROIs [12].

3.

PRELIMINARIES AND DEFINITIONS

Grid Based Routes of Moving Objects: Let O = {o1 ,
. . . , oM } be a set of moving objects. Let the time domain
be denoted by T ≡ N0 . Let G denote a grid with grid cells
g1 , g2 , . . . with side length glen that uniformly partition the
2D Euclidean space . Then, the spatio-temporally scalable,
grid based movement model describes the movement of an
object on the grid with a grid based trajectory as follows.
Definition 1. The grid based trajectory of a moving object
o ∈ O is a pair tr ogrid = (ts, sgrid ), where ts ∈ T is the start
time of the trajectory and sgrid = h(g1 , ∆t1 ), . . . , (gm , ∆tm )i
is a temporally annotated sequence, i.e., a sequence of pairs
of traversed grid cells gi ∈ G and associated traversal times
∆ti , where ∆ti is the time it took o to traverse grid cell gi .
(In the following we omit ‘grid based’ and subscript ‘grid’.)
Trip Trajectories of Moving Objects: Pauses in movement, which can either be explicitly signaled by the object or can be automatically inferred by spatio-temporal
analysis of the trajectory, naturally subdivide the trajectory tr o of an object o ∈ O into a sequence of trip trajectories htr o [1], . . . , tr o [t]i. A trip trajectory tr o [i] is modeled
in the same way as an object trajectory and the term ‘trip’
is omitted when it is clear from the context.
Continuously Evolving Trajectories: In an online setting, as an object o ∈ O moves, its trip trajectory tr o [t] is
evolving, i.e., it is continuously extended at the end. A single
extension of tr o [t] is referred to as a trajectory piece. The
i-th trajectory piece is denoted by tp oi [t] and is modeled
in the same way as an object trajectory. As a trajectory
piece tp oi [t] = (ts i , (gi , ∆ti )) can only be formed after the
object o has completely traversed the grid cell gi , the trajectory piece tp oi [t] is implicitly associated with an arrival
time t arr = ts i + ∆ti . A sequence of trajectory pieces
htp oi [t], . . . tp ok [t]i of a trip trajectory tr o [t] of object o for
trip t form a contiguous trip sub-trajectory of object o for
trip t if ∀j such that i ≤ j < k, ts j + ∆tj = ts j+1 . Given
a time period t = [ts , te ] a trip trajectory that temporally
intersects t and ends in t is called a completed trip trajectory. The contiguous trip sub-trajectory that is formed by
the intersection of the period t and a trip trajectory that
does not end in t is called a partial trip trajectory.

Frequent Route Mining: The frequent route mining of
grid based trajectories is formulated identically to [10] as follows: Let TR = {tr 1 , . . . , tr T } be a set of trip trajectories
in which tr i represents a particular trip trajectory tr oj [t] of
object oj ∈ O for trip t. A trajectory tr i = (ts i , si ) ∈ TR
contiguously supports a route r (a temporally annotated sequence), or r is a contiguous sub-sequence of si , equivalently
denoted as r c tr oi and r c si , respectively, iff there exists
a contiguous index sequence 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < il ≤ m such
that ∀j; 1 ≤ j < l : ij+1 − ij = 1 and ∀j; 1 ≤ j ≤ l : gj0 = gij .
We call the number of trajectories in TR that contiguously
support a route r the support of r, supp(r) = |{tr ∈ TR |
r c tr }|. The route r is a contiguous frequent route iff r is
contiguously supported by at least min sup trajectories, that
is, if supp(r) ≥ min sup. A route rc is a closed contiguous
frequent route or a pattern for short, iff supp(rc ) ≥ min sup
and there exists no contiguous frequent extended route re
such that rc is a proper subsequence of re , i.e., rc ≺ re ,
and supp(rc ) = supp(re ). For simplicity, but without loss of
generality, we define the temporal annotation of the route,
i.e., the traversal time of a given grid cell of the route, as
the global average of the traversal times of the corresponding
grid cell in the trajectories that support the route consisting of the single grid cell. Consequently, the constrained
frequent route mining task is defined as follows:
Definition 2. Closed Contiguous Frequent Route Mining:
Given a set of objects O, a set of their trip trajectories TR,
and a minimum support threshold min sup, find the set of
closed contiguous frequent routes, CCFR, in TR.
Given their continuously evolving nature, trip trajectories of objects o ∈ O are not observed as a finite set, but
rather as a continuous Stream of time-stamped trip Trajectory Pieces of objects, denoted as ST P. Formally, an ST P
is an unbounded ordered sequence he1 , e2 , . . .i of elements,
each of which is a triplet ei = (oi , tp i , t arr i ) in which tp i
represents a particular trajectory piece of object oi (for some
trip) with arrival time t arr i and t arr i ≥ t arr i−1 for i > 1.
The online processing of ST P is facilitated by adopting a
commonly used temporal sliding window model for streams:
Definition 3. Temporal Sliding Window Model : Given a
stream of ordered time-stamped elements, S = h(e1 , t1 ),
(e2 , t2 ), . . .i, and temporal sliding window parameters, window size, twsize ∈ N and window stride, twstride ∈ N the
Temporal Sliding Window Model (TSWM) at every window
slide time instance, tslide = a × twstride + twsize where a ∈ N0
processes (depending on the task: mine/predict) the completed/partial trip trajectories w.r.t. the time interval of the
window (tslide − twsize , tslide ]. Consequently, a TSWM is defined by the pair SW = (twsize , twstride ).
Then, the task of mining CCFR online is defined as follows:
Definition 4. Online Closed Contiguous Frequent Route
Mining: Given a stream of trajectory pieces ST P of objects O, TSWM parameters SW , and minimum support
threshold min sup, for each window slide, or current time
instance tc , find CCFR in the completed trip trajectories.
Moving Object Location Prediction: The motivation
for mining CCFRs is to utilize a relevant subset of extracted
historical patterns in the fundamental task of predicting the
near-future location of an object on the grid given its current
partial trip trajectory. This task is defined as follows:

Definition 5. Moving Object Location Prediction: Given
a grid G, multiple sets of closed contiguous frequent routes
CCFR 1 , . . . , CCFR k mined from a set of historical, nonoverlapping windows w1 , . . . , wk , and the partial trip trajectory htp oi [t], . . . tp ok [t]i of object o ∈ O for its current trip t
o
up to the current time tc , predict the grid cell gd
(tp ) ∈ G
that o will be located in at prediction time tp ≥ tc such
o
that the Euclidean distance between the centers of gd
(tp ) and
o
the actual grid cell g(tp ) that o is located in at tp , or the
o
final grid cell g×
of t (whichever occurs first), denoted as
o
o
d
dist(g(tp ) , g(tp ),× ), is minimized.
Adopting the introduced TSWM for streams the online
version of the location prediction task is defined as follows:
Definition 6. Online Moving Object Location Prediction:
Given a grid G, a stream of trajectory pieces ST P of objects O, TSWM parameters SW , and a prediction time horizon ∆tp , for each window slide, or current time instance tc ,
using any subset of the sets of CCFRs mined from a set of
historical, non-overlapping windows, predict the future grid
o
cell gd
(tp ) at the prediction time tp = tc + ∆tp of every object o ∈ O that hasPa partial trip trajectory in the current
o
o
window, such that o∈O dist(gd
(tp ) , g(tp ),× ) is minimized.

4.

THE IncCCFR APPROACH

The knowledge about the past movements of objects, in
the form of CCFRs, form the tenet of the proposed model
that aims to predict near-future locations of moving objects
on the grid. Induced from its objective to incrementally
mine CCFRs, the algorithm is named IncCCFR.
CCFR Mining: CCFR mining works by growing CCFRs
(or patterns) in a depth-first fashion. The search commences
with single grid cell patterns which are recursively extended
by appending one cell in each recursion step. As a data
structure, a simple flat array representation of the trajectories is used, into which references are kept to the current ends
of the pattern occurrences in order to be able to quickly find
and group possible extensions. The most demanding part of
CCFR mining is the closedness check. In principle, there
are two strategies: (1) Use a repository of already found
(closed) frequent patterns and check whether there exists a
superpattern in the repository that has the same support.
If this is the case, the pattern is not closed. (2) Use a direct
check of possible superpatterns and their support by generating and testing all possible extensions of a given pattern.
Here, the latter was adopted, because it is simpler and faster
in the case of gapless patterns, which are considered in this
paper.
In order to model the stopping of objects in the extracted
CCFRs, every grid cell is associated with a corresponding
pseudo grid cell (‘stop’) and, prior to mining completed
trajectories, every completed trajectory is extended by this
pseudo grid cell after its last (real) grid cell.
CCFR-Based Prediction: Our prediction model relies
on the notion of a query vector q (partial trajectory of an
object) that ends in the anchor a (most recently traversed
grid cell in q). The prediction iteratively extends q one grid
cell at a time within the prediction horizon ∆tp as follows
(R is the set of all contiguous closed frequent patterns):
1. Retrieve the set R∗ ⊆ R of patterns best matching the
query, that is, all r ∈ R∗ contain the longest contiguous

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

suffix s of q occurring in any pattern r ∈ R. The
support of s is supp(s) = maxr∈R∗, sr supp(r) (this
holds, because we mined closed frequent patterns).
Let C ∗ = {c ∈ G | ∃r ∈ R∗ : s&c  r}, where & denotes concatenation, be the set of grid cells that occur
in the patterns in R∗ directly after an occurrence of s.
∀c ∈ C ∗ : supp(s&c) = maxr∈R∗ ,s&cr supp(r).
∀c ∈ C ∗ compute the successor probability p(c|s) =
supp(s&c)/ supp(s) (i.e., confidence of the rule s → c).
Retrieve the set C = {c ∈ G | ∃tr ∈ TR : a&c  tr },
that is, the set of grid cells occurring in the trips after
the anchor a. Let p0 (c|a) = supp(a&c)/ supp(a) denote
the neighbor probability of c given a. (These neighbor
probabilities are mined in parallel with the patterns.)
P
∀c ∈P
C − C ∗ let p(c|s) = (p0 (c|a)/ c∈C−C ∗ p0 (c|a)) ·
(1 − c∈C ∗ p(c|s)). This completes the successor probability distribution p over the neighbors of a.
Predict c∗ = argmaxc∈C p(c|s) as the most likely successor grid cell, extend q with it (that is, set the query
q := q&c∗ ) and reduce the remaining prediction horizon by the global average traversal time of c∗ .
If the remaining prediction horizon is ≤ 0, stop (and
return c∗ as the prediction); otherwise go to step 1.

Essentially, the extension of q (the predicted trajectory) is a
contiguous sequence of most likely grid cells and their predicted traversal times, resulting from interleaving choices
based on CCFRs and neighboring cell probabilities. As the
choices based on neighboring cell probabilities completely ignore the past movement of the object, they can easily result
in predictions that are relatively unlikely, namely U-turns
(when c∗ is the grid cell preceding a or one of the two neighbors of a that have a Manhattan of 1 to a) and cycles (when
the trajectory contains a large cycle, i.e., passes through the
same cell twice). To avoid these two situations a U-turn
prevention and a cycle prevention may be incorporated.
Combining Results from Different Windows: In order
to combine non-overlapping sets of closed patterns the general idea of the approach for incremental frequent subgraph
mining suggested in [5] is exploited. In principle, this approach is applicable, because the sequences considered here
can be seen as restricted graphs (no branchings, no cycles).
It relies on the idea to compute a “relative support” for the
(closed) frequent patterns, such that interpreting the patterns as transactions (with the “relative support” as a transaction weight) and then mining these transactions reproduces the pattern set. That is, the combined operation of
weighting the patterns and mining them is an idempotent
operation. Therefore these weights are called idempotent
pattern weights (ipw ) rather than “relative support.” The
idempotent weight of a pattern r is simply its support sup(r)
minus the support of its proper superpatterns
in the pattern
P
set S(r), that is, ipw(r) = sup(r) − j∈S(r) ipw(j).
With such an idempotent operation, pattern sets can easily be combined: all one has to do is to compute the idempotent pattern weights for each pattern set separately, then to
concatenate the weighted patterns sets, and finally to mine
this concatenation (with a minimum support value that may
or may not be the same as the support used to obtain the
pattern sets in the first place). The result is an approximation of the pattern set that would have been obtained if the
original data, from which the individual pattern sets were
derived, had been pooled and mined for frequent patterns.

Note that it is necessary to define the support of a pattern
as the number of all occurrences in the database sequences.
That is, if a pattern occurs k times in the same sequence,
this sequence contributes a count of k to the support of the
pattern (and not just 1). With this support definition and
for the special case of directed sequences and patterns with
no gaps only, i.e., the case of CCFRs, weighting and mining
the closed patterns is indeed an idempotent operation.
The adjusted form of the approach [5] is applied in the
IncCCFR approach to both mine patterns incrementally and
to combine multiple temporally relevant mining results from
the past as follows: The stream of trajectory pieces, ST P,
is traversed using a TSWM SW = (twsize , twstride ) such that
twsize = k × twstride for 1 < k ∈ N. Then, for each window
slide w, IncCCFR (1) mines the CCFRs from the newest
twstride -length subwindow of w, (2) computes their idempotent pattern weights, (3) stores the mined CCFRs and their
idempotent pattern weights, (4) concatenates the current
CCFRs with the CCFRs from the previous k − 1 subwindows or any set of temporally relevant historical subwindows
and mines their weighted combination to obtain the CCFRs
for w or the temporally relevant historical subwindows. A
historical subwindow is temporally relevant if for a combination of a user-defined set of temporal domain projections
(hour-of-day, day-of-week, weekday-weekend, etc.) the temporal projection(s) of the historical subwindow matches that
of w. Subsequently, the partial trajectories of w are predicted based on the combined mining results as described.
Idempotency: To show that the applied weighting is indeed idempotent, let x represent a data set and m(x) the
pattern mining applied to it. Let the support value for each
pattern r ∈ m(x) be denoted as m(x).sup(r). Let w (x) represent the weighting of the data set x that computes the
idempotent pattern weights ipw (r). Then, the algorithm is
idempotent iff m(w(x)).sup(r) = m(x).sup(r).
P
w(x).ipw(r) = m(x).sup(r) − j∈S(r) w(x).ipw(j)
P
m(w(x)).sup(r) = w(x).ipw(r) + j∈S(r) w(x).ipw(j)
P
= (m(x).sup(r) − j∈S(r) w(x).ipw(j))
P
+ j∈S(r) w(x).ipw(j)
= m(x).sup(r)
Possible Extension of the Approach: IncCCFR models the frequent regular movement of objects and the longterm temporal and periodic variability of these regularities.
A system that bases its predictions only on such long-term
regularities is bound to make large prediction errors when
facing rare and sudden changes due to largely unpredictable
and non-periodic traffic events like accidents. The proposed
model can be extended to react to such short-term conditions in two ways. One natural option is to use temporally decaying weights in the pattern combination scheme
used for mining (and prediction) such that more weight
is assigned to patterns that occurred more recently than
to patterns that occurred less recently. Alternatively or
additionally, one can combine historical patterns with the
current traversal times of grid cells from the current window depending on how far ahead a given grid cell is in a
given predictive pattern. So for example, if for a trajectory tr = (ts, h(g1 , ∆t1 ), . . . , (gn , ∆tn )i) the prediction is
p = h(g1 , ∆t1 ), . . . , (gn , ∆tn ), . . . , (gm , ∆tm )i, then instead
of predicting the location (speed) of the object as it follows
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Figure 1: Absolute prediction error (i.e., average
grid cell distance to the predicted and to ‘best’ grid
cell) of different methods.

Figure 2: Relative prediction error (i.e., percentage
improvement) of different methods w.r.t. the baseline predictor ‘global’.

the remainder pattern p0 = h(gn+1 , ∆tn+1 ), . . . , (gm , ∆tm )i
only based on the historical traversal times ∆tn+1 , . . . , ∆tm ,
one can predict the location along p0 using a (sequence) distance weighted combination of the historical and the current traversal times ∆tcn+1 , . . . , ∆tcm , i.e., the traversal time
of the i-th grid cell in p0 is predicted as (1/i)k ∗ ∆tcn+i +
(1 − (1/i)k ) ∗ ∆tn+i where k is a decay factor. Due to the
rarity of such unpredictable events, the implementation and
evaluation of this extension is left for future research.

probabilities, which are derived from all trajectories. To examine the effects of the cycle prevention and the combined
cycle and U-turn prevention, variants of the baseline method
are evaluated (labeled ’g ¬o’ and ’g ¬ou’, respectively). All
other methods are tested in a more realistic online setting
according to a TSWM with parameters twsize = 60 minutes and twstride = 5 minutes, where predictions are based
on information that is either in the current window only
(labeled ‘local’, ’l ¬o’, ’l ¬ou’ for corresponding online variants of the baseline method, and ‘60’ for the CCFR-based
prediction with min sup = 602 ) or in the current window
and a set of temporally relevant windows (labeled ‘60, 6d’
for hour-of-day projected and ‘60, 4d’ for hour-of-day and
weekday projected versions of the CCFR-based prediction
with min sup = 60). In order to evaluate the accuracy
of incremental mining, experiments are performed in which
each 60-minute mining window is subdivided into three 20minute subwindows that are mined, weighted and combined,
mined again and used for prediction. The results of these
experiments are not explicitly shown in either of the figures
because the prediction error of IncCCFR under this scenario
is virtually identical to the direct mining method (labeled
‘60’). In all experiments the CCFR-based predictors incorporate combined cycle and U-turn prevention.
The absolute prediction error of the methods is measured
in terms of the average cell distance between the predicted
grid cell and the actual grid cell of the objects at the prediction / time horizon and is shown in Figure 1. As an attempt
to assess the source of the prediction error (spatial, i.e., incorrect path prediction or temporal, i.e., incorrect traversal time prediction) the prediction error is also measured in
terms of the average cell distance between the actual grid
and the predicted cell that is closest to it, i.e., is the ‘best’
prediction within the prediction horizon, and is shown in
Figure 1 (labeled ‘best’). Finally, Figure 2 shows relative
prediction improvements compared to the baseline and Figure 3 shows relative prediction improvements for ‘good’ predictions (i.e., percentage point improvement for predictions
where the predicted grid cell was no more than 5 grid cells
away) compared to the baseline.
Figures 1 and 2 show that (1) the prediction error of all
methods nearly linearly increases with ∆tp , (2) the prediction error of the local method is only slightly worse than the

5.

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

In this section we describe the empirical evaluation of the
proposed methods. All experiments were conducted on a PC
with Ubuntu 12.10 64bit and an Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400
2.66GHz processor and 4GB memory.
Real-Word Data Set: The proposed method is evaluated
on a six day long (Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun) sample of
the near real-time stream of raw GPS positions of around
11,000 taxis moving on the streets of Wuhan, China [18]. In
this sample, positions of moving vehicles are read approximately every 20 to 60 seconds, totaling about 85 million
records. The time-stamped readings include vehicle ID, location, speed and heading. After removing obvious outliers,
sampling gaps of more than 120 seconds are used to identify
trips in individual trajectories. To adapt the raw GPS data
set to the proposed framework, two consecutive Cartesian
coordinate locations within a trip are linearly interpolated
by approximating the interpolating line with a sequence of
contiguous grid cells and corresponding traversal times that
are calculated by a modified Bresenham line algorithm [6].
After eliminating short trajectories (less than 300 seconds
or 10 grid cells), approximately 2 million trips that have an
average length of 1390 seconds and 94 grid cells and refer to
2 billion 100-meter grid cells have been identified.
Experiments: A series of experiments was conducted to
evaluate the prediction error of IncCCFR, for (1) varying
min sup values, (2) varying length of prediction horizons ∆tp ,
and (3) various mining and prediction scenarios and to compare it against a baseline predictor and its variants. The following describes the aims and settings of these experiments
and Figures 1–3 show a subset of their results.
First, a natural baseline method (labeled ‘global’) is constructed that possesses the most information, but least intelligence, and bases its predictions solely on neighboring cell

2
Lower min sup yields better predictions, but due to limits
of space results are shown only for the lowest value tested.
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Figure 3: Relative prediction accuracy of ‘good’ predictions (i.e., percentage point improvement for predictions where the predicted grid cell was no more
than 5 grid cells away) of different methods w.r.t.
the baseline predictor ‘global’.
global method, which is evidence that basing predictions
on more information without regard for temporal relevance
does not decrease the prediction error, (3) while the CCFRbased predictor outperforms both the baseline and its online
variant (‘local’), the performance gap can be closed by the
combined cycle and U-turn prevention (label ‘60’ vs. ‘l ¬ou’
in Figure 2), and (4) combining temporally relevant windows
(‘60, 4d’) reduces the prediction error and a combination
of temporal domain projections can effectively capture the
temporal and periodic regularities in movement. Finally,
Figure 3 shows that the absolute prediction performance
gaps between the methods and the baseline peak at around
90 seconds and gradually degrade thereafter.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

To enable moving object trajectory based modern traffic
prediction and management systems, the present paper proposed IncCCFR—a novel, incremental approach for managing, mining, and predicting the incrementally evolving
trajectories of moving objects. The proposed prediction
model is essentially a varying order, deterministic Markov
model that is based on closed contiguous frequent routes
and neighboring cell probabilities that are derived from the
object trajectories. In addition to reduced mining and storage costs, a key advantage of the incremental approach is
its ability to combine multiple temporally relevant mining
results from the past to capture temporal and periodic regularities in movement, making the prediction model time
inhomogeneous. This ability of the method is demonstrated
in a series of experiments on a large real-world trajectory
data set by comparing the prediction performance of the
proposed method to the performance of the simple neighboring cell probability based predictor and its variants.
Future work is planned in several directions. First, the
proposed pattern combination approach opens up new possibilities for parallelizing the mining task. Namely, one can
partition the input stream into several independently mined
substreams [8] from which the patterns can be trivially combined. The cost-benefit evaluation of different partitioning/parallelization schemes in terms of execution times and
prediction accuracy can be evaluated. Second, the proposed
extension of the method to react to rare, unpredictable, sudden changes can be implemented and evaluated.

7.
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